Abstract: It has been estimated that multiplexors (MUXes) make up a major portion of the circuitry in a typical chip. Therefore, to reduce power consumption of a chip, it is important to consider the design of MUXes that consumes less power. This is called the low power MUX decomposition problem and has been studied in [6] . This paper improves on the results of [6] in two ways: (a) we propose a method to speed up the algorithms in [6] , and (b) we propose a post-optimization procedure to further reduce the overall power dissipation of decompositions obtained by any MUX decomposition algorithm. Using this post-optimization procedure, we have been able to further reduce the power dissipation results of [6] .
Introduction
This paper studies the low power multiplexor (MUX) decomposition (LPMD) problem first introduced by Narayanan et al. [6] . Research on low power circuit design is driven by the widespread use of portable electronic devices such as laptop computers and personal digital assistants which have very limited battery life, and by the need to reduce heat dissipation (thus increasing reliability) in large complex circuits. It has been estimated that multiplexors make up a major portion of the circuitry in a typical chip [6, 10] . In particular, multiplexors could account for as much as 46.70% of the overall power consumption in a control-flow intensive circuit [9] . Thus, it is important to reduce power dissipation of the many MUXes in circuits. Further, fast algorithms are needed for fast design space exploration of large circuits, which could contain thousands of MUXes. The results of [6] have since been used in several related contexts [4, 7] .
The LPMD problem is to transform an n-to-1 MUX into a logically equivalent MUX tree of 2-to-1 MUXes that has the minimum overall power dissipation. The overall power dissipation of an MUX tree is the sum of power dissipation of all 2-to-1 MUXes in the tree. For example, Fig. 1 shows two different decompositions of an 8-to-1 MUX. Note that the two decompositions are logically equivalent but they may have different overall power dissipation.
Low power logic decomposition of simple logic gates such as AND and OR gates has been widely studied in [5, 8, 11] . Thakur et al. [10] studied MUX decomposition that minimizes delay but did not consider power dissipation. The LPMD problem was first investigated by Narayanan et al. [6] . Kim et al. [3] also studied the LPMD problem, but with a different power estimation model from [6] . In this paper, we consider only the power model of [6] . We mention also the work of Khouri et al. [2] , which considers the problem of multiplexor tree restructuring targeting power reduction at the RT level in control-flow intensive circuits.
(a) Schematic of an 8-to-1 MUX
(c) Non-uniform decomposition This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present the LPMD problem formulation following closely [6] and review the MUX decomposition algorithms proposed therein. In Section 3, we present a fast algorithm for pre-computing a MUX ON-probability table and show how this is used to speed up the MUX decomposition algorithms in [6] . In Section 4, we give the Compatibility Theorem for generalized MUX trees, that forms the basis of any non-uniform bottom-up strategy for solving the LPMD problem. Based on the Compatibility Theorem, we propose a post-optimization procedure for improving the solutions obtained by any existing algorithm. In Section 5, we present experimental results on randomly generated datasets as well as on a "simulated" MUX in a MIPS processor. The results show that our speed-up method and post-optimization procedure are both effective. In the concluding section, we discuss a number of future directions.
Problem Formulation and Existing Algorithms
We adopt the LPMD problem formulation of [6] . In the LPMD problem, we are given an n-to-1 MUX M with n data signals D 0 , D 1 , . . . , D n−1 and k selection signals S 0 , S 1 , . . . , S k−1 where n = 2 k . An example of an 8-to-1 MUX is shown in Fig. 1(a) with data signals D 0 , D 1 , . . . , D 7 and selection signals S 0 , S 1 , S 2 . By convention, D j will be "selected" to be the output Q by a combination (S 2 S 1 S 0 ) of selection signal values, where j is the decimal equivalent of (S 2 S 1 S 0 ). The combination (S 2 S 1 S 0 ) is called the encoding of D j . For example, the encoding of D 6 is (110), that is, D 6 will be "selected" when S 2 = 1,
The inputs to the LPMD problem are the ON-probabilities and the occurrence probabilities of all data signals. The ON-probability d j is the probability that the data signal D j is high. The occurrence probability P (D j ) is the probability that the data signal D j is selected to be the output of M. The task is to decompose the n-to-1 MUX M into a MUX tree T consisting of 2-to-1 MUXes so as to minimize the overall power dissipation, that is, the sum of power dissipation over all 2-to-1 MUXes in T .
A MUX decomposition is balanced if all paths from the root MUX to the data signals are of equal length. The two MUX decompositions in Fig. 1 are both balanced. This paper considers only balanced decompositions. A uniform MUX decomposition is one in which all MUXes at the same level use the same selection signal. A non-uniform decomposition is one 2 in which MUXes at the same level can use different selection signals. This is illustrated in Fig. 1 .
Power Model for MUXes
While a CMOS 2-to-1 MUX M is a more complex circuit compared to a simple AND or OR gate, Narayanan et al. [6] showed that the formula for the power dissipation of M is similar to that of a simple AND or OR gate. Namely, the power dissipation of a CMOS 2-to-1 MUX M is given by 2 · P M · (1 − P M ), where P M is the ON-probability of the output or fan-out signal of M (or simply the ON-probability of M ). That is, for any 2-to-1 MUX M , the power dissipation is completely determined by P M . It follows that obtaining the overall power dissipation of a MUX tree T amounts to computing the ON-probabilities of all MUXes in T [6].
Computation of MUX ON-Probabilities
For a standalone 2-to-1 MUX M with data signals D 0 and D 1 , the ON-probability of the fan-out signal of M is given by
For the general n-to-1 MUX, the computation is more involved. In a MUX tree T , a MUX M is called a leaf MUX if both of its fan-in signals are data signals, otherwise it is called an internal MUX [6] . Consider the leaf MUX M 1 and the internal MUX M 2 in Fig. 1(b) . For leaf MUX M 1 , the ON-probability is given by
where Pr(S 0 = 0) is the probability that the selection signal S 0 is low and Pr(S 0 = 1) is the probability that the selection signal S 0 is high. These selection signal probabilities can be derived from the occurrence probabilities of the data signals. For example,
Calculating the ON-probabilities of internal MUXes is more complicated. For example, the ON-probability of the internal MUX M 2 (in Fig. 1(b) ) is given by
Here Pr(S 1 S 0 = 00) is the probability that S 1 is low and S 0 is low, and is given by P (D 0 ) + P (D 4 ). Similarly, Pr(S 1 S 0 = 01) is given by P (D 1 ) + P (D 5 ), and so on. Observe that the ON-probability of the internal MUX M 2 depends on d 0 , d 1 , d 2 , d 3 , namely, the ON-probabilities of all the data signals in its fan-in tree.
For the general case, let E(D j ) be the encoding of D j . Further, let E r (D j ) denote the bit of E(D j ) corresponding to selector S r . For any (leaf or internal) MUX M in a MUX tree T , the ON-probability of M is given by ( [6] )
where D(M ) is the set of data signals in the fan-in tree of M , and Pr(SP (D j , M )) is the probability that D j is "selected" to be the fan-out of M . Let S(M ) be the set of selection signals in the fan-in tree of
(We refer the reader to [6] for explanations of formula (1) given above.) Finally, we recall an important result from [6] .
Theorem 1 (Independence Theorem). In an MUX decomposition of an n-to-1 MUX, the ON-probability of any MUX M is independent of the order of selection signals in the fan-in tree of M .
As it turns out, the Independence Theorem is the key to our improved algorithms with faster running times. This is described in Section 3.
MUX Decomposition Algorithms
We now briefly review the MUX decomposition algorithms in [6] . Three heuristic algorithms were presented for solving the LPMD problem: BOTTOM-UP, TOP-DOWN and HYBRID. BOTTOM-UP is a greedy bottom-up (level-by-level from leaf to root) strategy that produces only uniform decompositions. At each level r, it chooses the selection signal which minimizes the total power dissipation for all the MUXes at level r. TOP-DOWN constructs a nonuniform decomposition from root to leaves. It first assigns the selection signal to the root MUX M that minimizes the total power dissipation of the two children MUXes of M . After that, TOP-DOWN is recursively applied on the two sub-trees of the root MUX. HYBRID constructs the tree in the same order as TOP-DOWN. However, for each MUX M , it assigns to M the same selection signal as BOTTOM-UP decomposition (of the sub-tree rooted at M ) would do. An exhaustive search algorithm called BRANCH-AND-BOUND, which finds an optimal decomposition, was also presented. Finally, we remark that all the algorithms described have been extended to handle incomplete n-to-1 MUXes by setting both the ONprobability and occurrence probability of every "don't-care" data signal to be 0. We refer to [6] for details of these algorithms.
MUX On-Probability Table for Speeding up Existing Algorithms
The decomposition algorithms in [6] compute the ON-probability of each internal MUX using formula (1), which is expensive since it depends on all data signals in its fan-in tree [6] . This leads to inefficiencies in these algorithms. In this paper, we note that the Independence Theorem implies that the ON-probability of a given internal MUX depends only on the data signals in its fan-in tree and remains unchanged for all possible decompositions of its fan-in tree. Therefore, its ON-probability can be precomputed, independent of its eventual decomposition. This implies that we can pre-compute a MUX ON-probability table (MOT), a table of ON-probabilities for all possible (2-to-1) MUXes. We then use the MOT for fast table lookup of ON-probabilities and significantly speed up the existing algorithms for LPMD presented in [6] .
Encoding of MUX Fan-out Signals
To this end, we first give a ternary encoding for the fan-out signals of all MUXes in a MUX tree. For a leaf MUX M with data signals D i and D j and selector S r , we encode the fan-out signal of M by E(M ) = (e k−1 . . . e 1 e 0 ) where e r ="x" and
We call E(M ) the (fan-out) encoding of M . This is illustrated in Fig. 2(a) where E(M a ) = (0x100). Similarly, we extend this to internal MUXes as shown in Fig. 2 
(b).
It follows from the Independence Theorem that any two MUXes (in different decompositions of the same n-to-1 MUX) have equal ON-probabilities (and thus power) if their encodings are identical. Since we are only interested in power dissipation of MUXes, we shall, from now on, refer to a MUX M by its fan-out encoding E(M ). With this extension of encodings to In this extension, we go from a binary encoding of the data signals to a ternary encoding (e k−1 . . . e 0 ) where each e j can take value 0, 1, x (with "x" being regarded as "2"). Therefore, there are altogether 3 k possible signal encodings. These consist of the given 2 k data signal encodings and the remaining (3 k − 2 k ) MUX encodings.
Let P on (e k−1 . . . e 0 ) denote the ON-probability of a MUX (or data signal) whose encoding is (e k−1 . . . e 0 ). We shall store all the 3 k ON-probabilities in a table, called the MUX ONprobability table (MOT). And we index the MOT by the ternary MUX (and data signal) encodings. More precisely, M OT [J] = P on (e k−1 . . . e 0 ) where J is the decimal equivalent of (e k−1 . . . e 0 ). We show that this MOT can be computed efficiently optimally in O(3 k ) timeconstant time per entry.
Fast Pre-computation of the MOT
. . e r+1 0 e r−1 . . . e 0 ), and E(M 1 ) = (e k−1 . . . e r+1 1 e r−1 . . . e 0 ). In other words, if we were to assign S r to be the selector of M , then the two fan-in signals of M are precisely M 0 , M 1 . It is easy to show (see [6] ) that
For the MUX shown in Fig. 2 (b), we have P on (0x1x0) = Pr(S 1 = 0) · P on (0x100) + Pr(S 1 = 1) · P on (0x110). We emphasize that, by the Independence Theorem, the above formula holds even if the selector assigned to M is not S r . Consequently, we can pre-compute the MOT independent of the MUX decomposition process. With Eq. (2), we can pre-compute the MOT in time O(3 k ) by suitably scheduling our computations. Before giving the detailed algorithm, we illustrate the computation for an 8-to-1 MUX (n = 8, k = 3) in Fig. 3 . We first pre-compute the weights Pr(S i = 0), Pr(S i = 1), i = 0, 1, 2, as explained in Section 2.2.
We start with the left-most sub-table P on ( * ) of ON-probabilities of the 8 data signals, namely, d 0 , . . . , d 7 . To get the next sub-table, P on (S 2 ), we first partition P on ( * ) along S 2 into 4 pairs (P on (000), P on (100)), (P on (001), P on (101)), (P on (010), P on (110)), and (P on (011), P on (111)). Then the four elements of sub-table P on (S 2 ) are obtained from the weighted sum of each pair with weights Pr(S 2 = 0), Pr(S 2 = 1), following Eq. (2). Similarly, partitioning P on ( * ) along S 1 and summing up each pair with weights Pr(S 1 = 0), Pr(S 1 = 1) yields sub-table P on (S 1 ). In a similar way, we compute sub-table P on (S 0 ).
Next, we partition sub-table P on (S 2 ) along S 1 , S 0 respectively to obtain sub-tables P on (S 2 S 1 ), P on (S 2 S 0 ). Similarly, partitioning P on (S 1 ) along S 0 yields sub-table P on (S 1 S 0 ). Figure 3 : Pre-computation of the MOT for an 8-to-1 MUX Finally, we partition sub-table P on (S 2 S 1 ) along S 0 to get the last sub-table P on (S 2 S 1 S 0 ). This completes the computation of all the 27 entries of the MOT. Note that to compute each entry it takes exactly two multiplications and one addition -namely, O(1) time.
In general, for an n-to-1 MUX with k selection signals (where n = 2 k ), we let P on (S j 1 S j 2 . . . S jr ) denote the subtable consisting of all MUXes e k−1 . . . e 0 where for h = k − 1, . . . , 0,
Let ComputeMOT denote the procedure for computing the MOT. For the n-to-1 MUX, the inputs to ComputeMOT are the ON-probabilities d j , j = 0, 1, . . . , n − 1, of all the data signals and their occurrence probabilities P (D j ), j = 0, 1, . . . , n − 1. The steps of ComputeMOT are:
Step (1). For each h = k − 1, . . . , 0, we calculate the weights
Step (2) .
It remains to describe the routine ComputeSubtables. This routine takes in an input of the form
. . S j r−1 ) (which has been computed) along S jr . Lastly, the routine ComputeSubtables computes, recursively, all subtables of the form
More precisely, the steps of ComputeSubtables on input S j 1 S j 2 . . . S jr are:
Step (1). For each MUX e k−1 . . . e 0 in sub-table P on (S j 1 S j 2 . . . S jr ), we obtain its ON-probability by:
P on (e k−1 . . . e 0 ) := Pr(S jr = 0) · P on (e k−1 . . . e jr+1 0e jr−1 . . . e 0 ) + Pr(S jr = 1) · P on (e k−1 . . . e jr+1 1e jr−1 . . . e 0 ) .
Step (2) . If j r > 0, then for each h = j r − 1, j r − 2, . . ., 0, call
Note that in the procedure ComputeMOT , the calculation of each MUX ON-probability involves only two multiplications and one addition. Hence ComputeMOT takes time O(3 k ), which is obviously optimal.
Modified Algorithms
We then use the M OT to speed up the existing decomposition algorithms in [6] (BOTTOM-UP, TOP-DOWN, HYBRID, and BRANCH-AND-BOUND) as follows: We modify each algorithm to first compute the M OT . Then, for each MUX under consideration, modify it to lookup the ON-probability from the M OT instead of computing it on the fly. The initial computation of the M OT induces an overhead, but this is more than compensated for by the savings obtained during the execution of the decomposition algorithms.
A New Post-Optimization Procedure
Our second contribution is a post-optimization procedure that can further reduce the power dissipation of MUX decompositions given by any decomposition algorithm. In this paper, we apply this to the heuristic algorithms in [6] . This post-optimization procedure is derived from the following Compatibility Theorem.
Compatibility Theorem
One drawback of the decomposition algorithm BOTTOM-UP is that it considers only uniform decompositions. This stems from the fact that considering non-uniform decompositions in a bottom-up scheme is complicated. Given a set of n data signals, we can combine them into n 2 2-to-1 MUXes. However, not all such sets of n 2 MUXes are compatible, i.e. can be eventually combined into a MUX tree. We prove the Compatibility Theorem, which enables us to efficiently check whether a set of MUXes are compatible.
First we generalize the notion of MUX trees. A generalized MUX tree is a balanced tree of 2-to-1 MUXes whose "leaf signals" can be either data signals or MUX fan-out signals. For example, Fig. 4 shows a generalized MUX tree with root MUX 01xxx and leaf signals {0100x, 0110x, 01x10, 01x11}. A set of MUX fan-out signals F is compatible if there exists a generalized MUX tree whose set of leaf signals is equal to F. 
Theorem 2 (Compatibility Theorem). Let F be a set of MUX fan-out signals and S r an (arbitrary) candidate root selector for F. Then F is compatible iff both F 0 and F 1 are compatible, where F i = {M ∈ F : E r (M ) = i} for i = 0, 1.
Proof. The "if" part is immediate. Now consider the "only if" part. Suppose T is a MUX tree and F is its set of leaf signals. Define the level of S r in tree T , denoted by level(S r ), to be the maximum level of a MUX in T which uses S r as its selector. (The root MUX is defined to be at level 0.) If level(S r ) = 0, that is, S r is the selector of the root MUX of T , then it follows that F 0 and F 1 are both compatible.
Note that S r must appear in every path of T . Let level(S r ) = ℓ. Consider a MUX M u at level ℓ of which S r is the selector, as shown in Fig. 5(a) . It follows that M v , the "sibling" MUX of M u , must also use S r as its selector. Hence, we can exchange the selectors of M u , M v with that of their parent MUX M p and obtain a generalized MUX tree (shown in Fig. 5(b) ) which is equivalent to T . Repeat this for every MUX at level ℓ for which S r is the selector, we obtain a generalized MUX tree T ′ in which the level of S r is ℓ − 1. And T ′ is equivalent to T .
It follows by induction that we can always transform the tree T into a generalized MUX tree whose root MUX uses S r as the selector. This establishes the Compatibility Theorem.
The Compatibility Theorem enables us to quickly check whether a set of MUXes F is compatible. We just pick any candidate root selector S r , partition F into F 0 and F 1 along S r , and recursively check the compatibility of F 0 and F 1 . (This procedure can then be used for deriving non-uniform bottom-up MUX decomposition algorithms, though we have not exploited this in the present paper.)
Post-Optimization Procedure
Our post-optimization procedure is based on the selector exchange operation used in the proof of the Compatibility Theorem. Suppose T is a MUX tree for an n-to-1 MUX M. Let M p be an internal MUX of T whose immediate fan-in MUXes are M u , M v and suppose that M u , M v use the same selector S r (as shown in Fig. 5(a) ). Then, recall from the proof of the Compatibility Theorem, that we can exchange the selector of M p with those of M u and M v to obtain another MUX decomposition T ′ (shown in Fig. 5(b) ) that is logically equivalent to T . Furthermore, by the Independence Theorem, the ON-probabilities (and hence, the power dissipation) of all the MUXes in T remain unchanged in T ′ , except for those of M u , M v . Therefore, we can quickly compute the change in power dissipation from T to T ′ , and perform the corresponding exchange operation when the overall power dissipation decreases.
This suggests a general post-optimization schema as follows: Given a MUX tree, we iteratively exchange MUX selectors whenever the overall power dissipation is reduced. We stop when we cannot reduce power anymore via an exchange operation. We implement two variations of this schema: LEVEL-POST and GREEDY-POST. LEVEL-POST considers one level of MUXes at a time. In each pass, we traverse the MUX tree level by level from leaf to root. We stop after the pass which makes no exchange. The rationale behind LEVEL-POST is that exchange decisions are based on an entire level of MUXes and there are more MUXes near the leaf level (than near the root level).
GREEDY-POST considers one MUX at a time. It iteratively perform the exchange operation that gives the largest power reduction.
Experimental Results
We have implemented the O(3 k ) algorithm for computing the MOT and used it in our modified version of the algorithms from [6] , called BOTTOM-UP ′ , TOP-DOWN ′ , HYBRID ′ , and BRANCH-AND-BOUND ′ 2 , respectively. In these algorithms, there are two steps, the first pre-computes the MOT and the second modifies the corresponding algorithm in [6] to lookup the ON-probabilities from the MOT. We have also implemented the two post-optimization algorithms LEVEL-POST and GREEDY-POST. Our implementations are in C++ running on one node of a 32-node Fujitsu AP3000 system. To measure the improvements of speed-up, we have also obtained the software package (which is in C++ as well) from [6] , recompiled and run it on our machine. We use two types of datasets in our evaluation: (a) randomly generated datasets similar to those used in [6] , and (b) "simulated" MUXes for a MIPS instruction class of the SPECfp2000 benchmark.
Evaluation using Randomly Generated Datasets
The datasets are generated in the same manner as in [6] . We allow the occurrence probabilities of data signals, P (D j ) ′ s, to vary uniformly over 1 n (1∓α) (0 ≤ α < 1), and the ON-probabilities of data signals, d j ′ s, to vary uniformly over 0.5(1 ∓ β) (0 ≤ β < 1). For incomplete MUXes, we use an additional parameter γ (0 ≤ γ < 0.5) to control the percentage of "don't-care" data signals. Speed-up Results: Table 1 shows the improvements in running times (in seconds). In the table, ∆ and ∆ ′ are the running times of the original algorithms and our version of the algorithms, respectively. For our versions, ∆ 1 is the time taken to pre-compute the MOT, while ∆ 2 is the time taken to perform decomposition (∆ ′ = ∆ 1 + ∆ 2 ). The speed-up obtained are shown in bold in the last column. For each n ranging over {16, 32, 64} 3 , we ran both programs over 75 sets of data, where α ranges over {0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.45, 0.5}, β over {0.5, 0.8, 0.9}, and γ over {0, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.49}, and obtain the average running time.
As expected, we obtain a speed-up in running time for all algorithms. The time taken to pre-compute the MOT, ∆ 1 , is small for all n. The actual speed-up obtained depends on the number of MUX ON-probability computations that are carried out during the algorithm. TOP-DOWN performs fewest ON-probability computations and so its speed-up is not very high (up to 2.0 for n=32). For HYBRID and BRANCH-AND-BOUND, we obtain a speed-up of 3.7 and 4.7 for n=32, respectively. Though the running times for decomposition of a single n-to-1 MUX are small, we point out again that a typical circuit could contain thousands of MUXes. Further, when exploiting the (usually huge) design space of a circuit, it is important to be able to quickly estimate the minimum power dissipation of design alternatives.
Post-Optimization Results:
Next we apply the post-optimization methods LEVEL-POST and GREEDY-POST to obtain further power reduction in the solutions obtained by the algorithms BOTTOM-UP ′ , TOP-DOWN ′ , and HYBRID ′ . Table 3 (pages 14-18) shows the power reduction obtained. Each entry in the table shows the power dissipation in the form of λ, the percentage above the optimal power dissipation. We use algorithm BRANCH-AND-BOUND ′ to obtain the optimal power dissipation. For instance, an entry of 2.6 (λ=2.6) means that the power of the decomposition obtained is 102.6% that of an optimal decomposition. An entry "⋆" indicates that an optimal decomposition (λ=0) is obtained. For each heuristic algorithm (BOTTOM-UP ′ , TOP-DOWN ′ , and HYBRID ′ ), we show the value of λ for the original algorithm, and that after applying LEVEL-POST and GREEDY-POST to the original solution.
In general, HYBRID ′ generates near optimal decompositions, thus only small improvements can be achieved by applying post-optimization. For TOP-DOWN ′ (which usually performs worse than HYBRID ′ ) better improvements are obtained by our post-optimization procedures. BOTTOM-UP ′ generally performs worst since it only considers uniform decompositions 4 . However, it is significant to observe that by applying our post-optimization after BOTTOM-UP ′ , we are able to get results that are as good as those produced by HYBRID ′ .
Overall, the reduction in power dissipation increases with the size of the MUXes. It also increases with the percentage of "don't-care" data signals. LEVEL-POST and GREEDY-POST are equally effective in most cases and GREEDY-POST is slightly better when they differ.
Evaluation using a Simulated MUX Design
While real MUX designs are available, we were not able to find any that comes with known ON-probabilities d j and occurrence probabilities P (D j ) of the data signals. Instead, we use the following method to obtain a "simulated" MUX in a MIPS processor. We first obtain the frequency of usage of a set of MIPS instruction classes from the well-known textbook by Hennessy and Patterson [1] (Figure 2.33) . The table shows the relative frequency of a set of 27 MIPS instruction classes for a set of SPECfp2000 benchmark programs.
To simulate the corresponding MUX used for the output register of the MIPS processor, we use a 32-to-1 MUX (with 5 "don't-care" data signals) where the instruction classes are the input data signals D 0 , D 1 , . . . , D 31 to the MUX and their relative frequencies correspond to their occurrence probabilities P (D j ) ′ s. We also assume the ON-probabilities d j are equal to the occurrence probabilities -namely, that the data signal of each instruction class is high exactly when it is selected. We assume that the instructions classes are encoded with 5 selection signals (S 4 S 3 S 2 S 1 S 0 ) in the order listed in the table. Finally, for comparison purposes, we start with the default decomposition of this 32-to-1 MUX in which S 4 is assigned to the root MUX (level 0), S 3 to all MUXes at level 1, . . ., and S 0 to all leaf MUXes.
We then ran this simulated MUX design through the various MUX decomposition algorithms, followed by the post-optimization procedures. The results obtained are shown in Table 2 . Table 2 shows firstly, that all the MUX decomposition algorithms are effective in reducing the power dissipations over the default decomposition. Secondly, the general trends in Table 2 and Table 3 are very similar. This suggests that the performance of our algorithms in real MUXes will be similar to those for the randomly generated datasets (which we have extensively evaluated). 
Conclusions
This paper presents two improvements to the solutions in Narayanan et al. [6] for the low power MUX decomposition (LPMD) problem: a speed-up method for existing LPMD algorithms in [6] and a post-optimization procedure to further reduce power dissipation. Our experimental results indicate that we can achieve good speed-ups (3.7 times over the HY-BRID algorithm for 32-to-1 MUXes). Our experiments also show that the post-optimization procedure is effective. It is significant that it can take the result of a uniform decomposition (from BOTTOM-UP ′ ) and improve it to be roughly equivalent to that obtained by the best heuristic algorithm -HYBRID ′ .
There are a number of directions for future works. With the pre-computed MOT, one can afford to do more algorithmic exploration and may thus obtain better heuristic algorithms for the LPMD problem. It is certainly interesting to exploit the Compatibility Theorem for non-uniform bottom-up decomposition schemes and the unbalanced version of the LPMD problem. 
